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Career Choices 
 

Course Code Grade Level High School 
Credit Value 

NCAA 
Approval

BU765O 09-12 .5   
Course Description

Course Overview:  
Students interested in preparing themselves for a career will benefit from this course that 
focuses on the linkage between individual capabilities and the job market. The purpose of this 
course is to get you thinking about your career options and guide you in making decisions that 
will affect your future. You will explore your interests, celebrate your strengths, and discover 
areas in which you may need to grow. Students will receive instruction about different 
decision making models, creating resumes, filling out job applications, interviewing, 
internships, budgeting, understanding our economic system as well as many other topics.  
You will research careers that match your skills and interests. Research can only teach so 
much, actual experience is essential. Therefore, you will be required to both volunteer in your 
community and job shadow in a career area that interests you. You will explore your dream 
career in depth. You will investigate the relationship between career choices and lifestyles as 
you create a budget and play to survive in an economy simulation game.  
This course helps meet the state minimum requirements of 1.0 Occupational education (CTE - 
CIP: 320107) credits or it may be used towards the 5.5 minimum elective credits required. 
Please check with your district for more specific requirements. 

Prerequisites Course Length Course Time
None 17-18 Weeks 60 minutes a day or 

5 hours a week 
Required Materials: Texts, readings, other materials 

Internet 
Washington State Testing Requirements

None 
  

Instructor Information
Instructor: Geri Lee 
Within Course:  Information found on the Units page of course. 
Email:  geri-lee@iacademy.org 
Phone:  253-945-5852 or 253-334-9599 (cel) 
Virtual Sessions:  Posted weekly on Units page 

 
Expected Learning Outcomes: 
 
The student will: 

 Evaluate the effectiveness of your workspace and write a plan for improvement. 
 Create a schedule or calendar for completing the requirements. 
 Identify your likes and dislikes. 
 Identify your work style. 
 Evaluate your current social, physical, and academic skills. 
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 Evaluate your use of time. 
 Learn to give and take constructive criticism. 
 Learn that all people have their own way of looking at things. 
 Identify internal and external sources of stress. 
 Describe your emotional, physical, and intellectual changes. 
 Understand that a healthy diet contributes to personal well-being. 
 Read, write, and respond to lessons from literature. 
 Discover the careers represented in your own family tree. 
 Understand the link between household chores and work skills. 
 Understand the link between school activities and work skills. 
 Become aware of many career options and locate and use career resources 
 Understand how careers may be grouped or clustered 
 Spend 4-8 hours watching someone perform a job and report on your experience. 
 Write a thank you note. 
 Understand steps in effective decision making and make group decisions. 
 Discover the important function of volunteers. 
 Gain job experience. 
 Request a letter of recommendation. 
 Discuss pros and cons of working while in school. 
 Explore the law as it relates to minor workers. 
 Learn the purpose and what to include in a resume. 
 Create a resume. 
 Learn basic interview dos and don'ts. 
 Participate in a virtual interview. 
 Write a thank you for an interview. 
 Learn what internships are and how they can help you. 
 Learn about mentor programs. 
 Visit a college campus virtually or in person. 
 Understand the connection between career choice and life style.  
 Explore career options. 
 Conduct research on your first choice or dream career 
 Schedule a Job Shadow 
 Learn the elements of managing a budget. 
 Organize and Present your Transition From High School Portfolio 

 
Course Outline with Suggested Time Requirement 
 

Unit 1 Personal Assessment/Self-Awareness  1 Week 

Standards 

Self-Awareness: Assess personal skills, abilities, aptitudes, personal 
strengths, and weaknesses as they relate to career exploration and 
development. Compile evidence and include in a portfolio, including 
reflective essays 

Unit 2 Financial Literacy & Employability  1 Week 
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Standards 
Financial Literacy: Analyze and demonstrate the relationship between 
education, income, career, and desired lifestyle and will develop the 
planning skills need to achieve desired financial goals. 

  
Employability: Identify and understand employability skills and work 
place readiness skills as required by employers. 

  
Workplace Expectations: Identify and differentiate workplace policies 
and procedures to meet employer expectations. 

Unit 3 Career Research & Career Strategy  1 Week 

Standards 
Career Research: Investigate and analyze career information that includes 
local, national and international career opportunities for today and in the 
future. 

  
Career Strategy: Apply knowledge gained from individual assessments to 
a comprehensive set of goals and an individual career plan 

Unit 4 School to Career Transition  1 Week 

Standards  
School to Career Transition: Design strategies to make an effective 
transition from school to career including the completion of a portfolio 
and employment papers. 

  
Unit   Done Throughout all Units 1 month 

Reading 
Standards  

6. 9-10.RST.4 Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other 
domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific 
scientific or technical context relevant to grades 9-10 texts and topics. 

  

9-10.RST.7 Translate quantitative or technical information expressed in 
words in a text into visual form (e.g., a table or chart) and translate 
information expressed visually or mathematically (e.g., in an equation) 
into words. 

Unit   Leadership Points & Assignments  1 month 

Writing  
Standards 

8. 9-10.WHST.6 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, 
publish, and update individual or shared writing products, taking 
advantage of technology’s capacity to link to other information and to 
display information flexibly and dynamically. 

  

9. 9-10.WHST.8 Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative 
print and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; assess the 
usefulness of each source in answering the research question; integrate 
information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, 
avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for citation. 

 
Assessment Methods 

 Assignments 
 Quizzes 
 Exams 
 Projects 
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 Revision Policy:  Students are allowed to revise and resubmit work to meet standards  
 
Plagiarism: A student who plagiarizes when writing assignments will receive a 1 in the 
gradebook and be asked to revise the assignment in their own words. 
 
Criteria for Grade Determination 

Priority Standard scores are calculated using highest score at the assignment/assessment level 
to calculate a recommendation to the teacher who will then determine the priority standard 
grade. 

Summative 
Grade 

Priority Standard Grades 

A 
The average of all the priority standards assessed is between 3.50 
and 4.00 

B 
The average of all the priority standards assessed is between 3.00 
and 3.49 

C 
The average of all the priority standards assessed is between 2.30 
and 2.99 

F 
The average of all the priority standards assessed is 2.29 and 
below 

 An “A” means that student has demonstrated thorough knowledge on most standards that 
have been assessed and are required to earn credit in the course. 

 An “B” means that student has demonstrated competency on most standards that have 
been assessed and are required to earn credit in the course. 

 An “C” means that student has demonstrated minimal competency on the standards that 
have been assessed and are required for the course. The student can continue to the next 
course but may need additional support. 

 An “F” means that student has met fewer than the minimal number of the standards 
required to earn credit in the course. The student will not receive credit for the course. 
The student is at significant risk of not successfully completing the next course in 
sequence or may not be promoted to the next course. 

 Pass/Fail Classes – A student must meet a minimal number of the standards in order to 
earn “Pass” in the course. 

 NC – Student has not completed enough work to determine a grade. 

Policies 
 
Academic Integrity - Academic integrity is essential to learning. Students are expected to 
complete their own work. Copying, plagiarizing, cheating or other methods of intentional 
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deception are prohibited. Students will be asked to redo the assignment or another assignment to 
meet standard 

WAC – Weekly Academic Contact - State regulations require students in online programs to 
have weekly academic contact with each teacher. This occurs as students become actively 
engaged with the curriculum and online instruction, submitting assignments to make progress in 
learning and successfully complete. Students have multiple opportunities and methods to achieve 
weekly academic contact and receive teacher assistance and feedback: email, instant chat, live 
online sessions, assignments, phone, and face-to-face meetings by appointment. 

MAP – Monthly Academic Progress - Students earn an academic progress mark each month 
based on their progress compared to their individual Learning Plan Contract, and course 
completion date. Students earn Academic Excellence (AE), Academic Minimum (AM), or 
Academic Probation (AP). AP marks involve communication with the parent/guardian, and an 
intervention to give the student additional opportunities to get back on pace toward successful 
course completion. Multiple probation reports may result in withdraw. 

E-mail and Software Agreement - Students agree to maintain electronic integrity and face 
disciplinary measures if they do not abide by their promise. 

Professional Decisions - Teachers reserve the right to make adjustments to the course content 
and expectations. 

Student Expectations 

 Complete all courses tests, including state required tests for graduation. 

 Attend weekly online sessions. 

 Attend class daily. Course attendance is submitting assignments, attending live 
instructional sessions, attending office hours with the teacher, being online working on 
assignments, emailing, texting or calling teacher with questions 

 Have the computer hardware and software necessary for the class work. 

 Communicate with the instructor in a clear, friendly, courteous manner. This 
includes signing communications with their full name and the name of the class they are 
in. 

 Communicate in Standard English. "e-english," the informal, lower-case, run-together 
communications used in chat rooms, is appropriate for the audiences and purposes of 
some e-mail. It is not appropriate for communicating with an instructor in class. 

 Turn in original work. Internet Academy teachers monitor for intentional deception 
through the use of an on-line subscription service and IA email archives. The 
consequences for intentional deception (copying, plagiarism, cheating, using someone 
else's work) may result in: redoing assignment, completing an alternative assignment, 
parent contact, and/or failing the course. 

 Do their very best work at all times. 
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 Proceed at a steady pace toward finishing the class. 

 


